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ABSTRACT

This study examines the structure of relative clauses In Chaha.

As a quldellne , it employs the theory of Government and Binding of

Chomsky (1981, 1982, 1986) and recent developments. The theory

assumes that relative clauses are Non-argument clausal complements

of nouns at a maximal level. The internal structure of relative clauses

are explained interms of sublhcories and principles which are assumed

to be prcperttes of universal grammar.

The study begins by analyzing the relativizing strategy in the

language. It is argued that Chaha uses the Pro in situ strategy in

Its relative clauses. This means that an empty category Pro is base

generated in a relativized argument NP position of a relative clause.

The relativized arqumcnt NP may be a complement of a verbal, a pre-

positional or a nominal head.

The study shows that Chaha relative clauses are open syntactic

predicates predicated of their head tJPs. The head NPs act as formal

SUbjects of their predicated relative clauses, The rule which inter-

pretes the relation between the head NPs and the predicated relative

clauses is the rule of predicate Linking which applies at S-structure.

In Chaha , an invariable element Iyal occurs in perfect relative

clauses to introduce the clauses as predicated of their head NPs.

This Iyal is treated as a complementizer and is base generated in

cornp, position at D-structure. It does not phonetically occur in

imperfect relative clauses.

Although relativized NP positions are always empty, subject

agreement affixes and pronominal object clltics play essential roles

in identifying their content. The: former refers to subjects, and

the latter to objects of [-N] categories.
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CH/\PTER ONE

H!T!10DUCTION

1.1. The Language.

From a ocscrtptlve point of view, the Semitic lanf;uages of

Ethiopia are divided into two major groups: 1North Semitic and South

Semitic. The North Semitic includes Cecz , Tigre and Tigrigna while

the South Semitic includes Amharic, Argoba, Gafat , Hararl and the

Guraqc lanquaqes (Hetzron, 1975 : 129; Lcslau , 1966 : 593).

Gurage is a Cluster of Southern Ethiopian Semitic lanqueqes

which arc Classified into three mutually Unintelligible groups: Northern

Guraqc , Estern Guraqe and Vkstern Gurage.2 The r;cst(;rn Guraqe

group includes Mesqan , Enncr , Endcqaqn , Enncmor , Ceyto , Chaha ,

Ezha, Gumer and Gura. \A these, the last four belong tc Central

\/estern Guraqe , end together with some other minor dialects, they

form the "Sabat Det" (Seven House) GUi2gC languages (Hctzron ,

1977 : 44). The Present study is concerned with the syntax of one

of these four Central \"icstern Guraqc languages, that is ,Ch<Jh<:1.

According to Ford (1983 : 7), Chaha is the major dealect of

Central \'jestern Guregc S~p()ken ~)y about 250,000 people. The people

live in the Sub-district of Chaha I which is found in Chobc and Guraqe

Awraja. The Capital of tho sub-district is Endibir, frem which the

data for this study were collected,

As indicated in Lcslau (l950 : 12) and Ford (1986 : 41}, the

gramm2.tical structure of Chahe is closely related to that of Amharic

and ether Ethio-Seml.ttc 1c.,n0ung~5.

The Phonemic inventory of the; Consonants and Vcwols3 below

is adopted from Ford (1986 : 42 - 43).
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The Vowels

r Front Central Rack ,

Unround Unround Round Round I
High Close ! u

1
;

+(1)Half Close f

Mid Close t
e I ! 0! Open I 'a I_. •

Low Close 0"
Open a

Since the present study does not deal with the phonology, we

shall not pursue tho discussion here. The purpose for the inclusion

of these phonemes is transcription.

1.2. Previous Studies

As mentioned in Hetzron (1977 : 25), the most studied of the

Gurago languages is Chana. This is because of the presence of

Catholic missionaries in Endibir since the early nineteenth century.

They have contributed to the study of the language. The first

material which is a collection of words and some grammatical notes

on tho language was published by G. Chiarini in 1887. l\ few years

later , the work of Mondon Vidailhet, an outline of the grammar and

some data from the dialects of Ulbarg, Gogot, Mesqan, VJeh::n~and

Ayrnelcl , came out in 19!)1. Then, in 1931, Cohen's comparative

grammatical study on Muhcr, Avrnelel , Chaha and r/elene was

published. His work revealed, for the first time, the particular

location and geographical distribution of the languages of Gurage.
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The other .rr.portant mater lal which treats the grammatical features

of Chaha is Leslau's (1950) Ethiopic Document~ : Gura2e. The Gram-

matical descriptions arc very important, though they are not without

any inadequacy. l1E:garding relative Clauses, which is our concern,

Leslau (1950 : 20) points out that the Prefix /ya/ is a relative pro-

noun and that it is always attached to perfective verbs of such Clauses.

He concludes by saying "there is no relative Pronoun in the imperfect-

tive; the relativizcd position alone lnd!: :l~CS the relative Clause. II

Following Lcslau, Polotsky (1951 : 27) also argues that Iyal is

a relative pronoun and that it may not occur before an imperfective

verb of relative Clauses. But, contrary to Leslau, he states that

"there is no direct sign to show that the imperfective forms used in

such constructions are relative Clauses. II

The other person to identify some syntactic features of Chaha,

in the comparative grammatical survey of the "Gunnan Guragell4

languages, is Robert Hetzron (1977). His work is divided into three

parts: the first part discusses the classification of the Gurage lang-

uages, the second presents a comparative grammatical survey of the

Gunnan Guragc lanquaqes , and the last part contains a collection of

representative falklore from the different Gurage arc; s. Concerning

relative clauses in Chaha , Hctzron (1977 : 98) states that they are

formed by means of Iyal plus a verb in the past (perfective) form.

Recently, Ford (1986) has also studied the properties of Chaha

relative clauses with some use of the Transformational Generative

model. According to Ford, the structure of Chaha relative clauses

is the same as that of independent clauses Except that in the former,

perfective relatives are marked by the prefix Iya-I and by the dropping
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. of the final I-m/, which can never be attached to the verb of the

relative clause. To show this, she discusses mainly the properties

of the relative clauses with verbs in the slrnple past, continuous,

past continuous, pluperfect and equatlve aspects.

Ford also assumes that the relative clauses in Chaha function

as subjects, complements and time phrases. But, she did not give

examples to illustrate this point. Furthermore, she did not indicate

the types of relative clauses in the language and the effects they

have on their head Np r - Sha-slmply compared relattve clauses with

main clauses and made some observational generalizations. Of course,

her main Interest is the morpho-phonemic processes in the language.

1.3. The Present Study

In the preceding section, it has been shown that some linguists have

tried to describe Chana relative clauses from a descriptive and Trans-

formational Generative point of view. For instance, the descriptive

studies of Leslau (1950) and Polotsky (1951) indicate that the Iyal

in Chaha relative clause constructions is a relative pronoun and that

it may not occur before imperfective verbs. Their analyses, however,

may lead one to raise the following questions: (a) why is Iyal an

invariant relative pronoun in the language? and (b) how can a

clause be simply considered as a relative clause in the absence of Iya/?

Both Leslau and Polotsky did not seem to entertain such questions.

On the other hand, in Hctzron (1977) and Ford (1986) no attempt

has been made to show tho function of Iya/. Both mentioned it in

passing by simply saying that relative clauses in the language are

formed by means of Iyal plus a perfective verb. In other words, no

adequate description about its status has been made, nor has there been
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any attempt made to identify differences between restrictive and

non-restrictive relatives, and properties of the internal structure of

relative clauses considered.

The present study focuses on the following: (a) the process

of relativization, (b) the particular and universal properties of such

clauses and (c) their internal structures.

For this, we have used data from four native speakers of the

language: Tesfaye Lega, at present a fourth year student in Addis

Ababa University, Fikade Minota, a worker in the Ministry of Education,

Degif Petros , an employee of the Ministry of Culture, and Dendir Melka

a trader in Endibir. In addition, texts collected by Leslau (1950

34 - 136) and Ford (1983 : 70 - 98) have been consulted.

1.4. The Theoretical Framework

The model used in this study is the theory of Government and

Binding (GO) of Chomsky (1981, 1982, 1986) and recent developments.

As Chomsky (1982 : 16) pointed out, this model is concerned with

the problems which the rule system modelS failed to account. The

descriptive devices of the rule system model6 have helped in the

search for general rules and conditions which are assumed to be

properties of universal grammar. 7 However, there are fundamental

questions regarding the general rules and the conditions of their

applications. Among these , are the following.

Hcv-rnuch of the rule system must
actually be specified in a particular
grammar? What aspects of the rule
system must actually be learned as
knowledge of language is acquired? ~'Jhat
is the actual set of parameters associated
with the rule system and how freely can
they be assigned values? (Chomsky 1982 7)
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The inadequacies of the rule system model in giving answers to

such questions gave way to the system of grammar which is believed

to have some explanatory adequecy.

The shift from using descriptive: devices to explanatory devices

was first made in Chomsky and Lasnik (1977). This was further

elaborated and developed in Chomsky (1981) under the Government and

Ginding (GB) theory, which assumes the following independent and

interacting principles comprising the subsystems of core grammar:

x-bar theory, theta theory, case theory, government theory, binding

theory, bounding theory and control theory. Of these, x-bar , theta,

case, government and binding theories are relevant to the present

study. The fundametal concepts in these sub-theories will hence be

explained in some detail in light of the objective of this study. 8

But, before that, We have to show the levels of representations

in which the sub-systems of Principles operate. In the GB model, the

subsystems of principles provide representations at four linguistic

levels: deep structure (D-structure), S-structure, Phonetic form

(PF) and Logical form (LF). The organization of the Grammar is

schematized as in (1).

(1) (Lexicon)

1
D - structure

i
S: - structure

form (LF)

A syntactic structure is grammatical if and only if it has a well-

formed representation at each linguistic level.
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In this model, a syntatic structure is basically a projection of

the Lexicon. Lexical categories have theta - grids (9-grids) which

enable them to select certain categories as complements. The selection

of complements is mainly determined by the lexical properties of

lexical heads and that this is specified in the Lexicon, which is con-

sldered to be the storage of lexical items and their idiosyncratic

properties.

However, the Lexicon specifies only obligatory f}-roles which can

be assigned by lexical heads. It gives the lexical structure (LS)

of every lexical heads. The lexical structure is then mapped onto

D-structure representations where all relevant E>-rolesare assigned to

arguments, that is, N P •s

At this level, We find both obligatory and optional e-roles assigned

to arguments. The: assignment takes place under the structural

relation of government, which we understand in a more general way as

in (2).

(2) Government (Chomsky, 1981 50)
0( governs ~ iff for all y ,
j" a maximal projection, y

dominates sa iff 1'dominates f3.

The government relation in (2) allows no phrase to intervene

between a e-role assigner and an assignee. It is also believed that

the e-rolE;s of arguments are mostly determined by verbal heads which

directly assign patient e-roles to their internal arguments with which

they form the verb-object string (VP), which may in turn indirectly

assigns the agent e-role to the external argument (if any)9.
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At D-structure there must always be a one to one relation between

arguments and their ~roles. The principle which governs this corre-

lation is the theta criterion (E>-criterion), formally stated as in (3).

(3) e - criterion (1981 : 36)

Each argument bears one and

only one E>-roleand each f}-

role is assigned to one and

only one arguments.

On the other hand, the projection principle, which is one of the

over-riding prlnclptcs of the GO modet , malntalns all lexical pro-

perties specified in the lexicon and C'II 9-roles assigned at

D-structure to be projected in all the other levels of syntactic

ropresentatlons , The Principle is given in (4).

(4) Projection Principle (1981 : 36)

Each syntatic representation

(D - s, 5 - s , LF, representation)

should be a projection of the

thematic structure and the

properties of subcatcgorization of

lexlcal entries.

At S-structure, the base positions of arguments may be altered

because of the effect of moveat., a syntactic movement triggered by

case, a requirement, which filters out erguments as ungrammatical,

if they do not have case. The requirement is known as the Case

Filter, and is defined in (5).
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(5) Cas~ Filter (1981 : 49)

Every phonetically realized NP must

be assigned (abstract) case.

The other principles which regulate the distribution of arguments

at S-structure are the Binding Principles. Unlike the Case Filter,

the binding principles do not distinguish between lexical arguments

and non lexical arguments. Rather, they recognize three classes of

arguments: anaphors, pronominals and referential expressions

(R-expressions). The set of anaphors include reflexives, reciprocals,

NP-trace and PRO. The set of pronominals include pronouns and the

empty categories Pro and PRO, and the referential expressions include

all names, definite and indefinite, and Wh - and Quantified NP traces.

The binding principles are given in (6).

(6) Binding Principles (1981 . 188).
A. An anaphor is bound in its

governing category

B. A pronominal is free in its

governing category.

C. An R-expression is free.

The definition of the notion governing category is also given in

(7) below.

(7) Governing Category (1981 : 220)

P is a governing category foro(

iff J3 is the minimal cateqory

containing 01( , a governer of 0(, and

a SUBJECT accessible too(.
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According to Chomsky (1981 : 163), the governing categories

in which arguments may be bound are NPs and Clauses (Sentences).

The notion bound is defined in (8).

(8) Gound (1981 : 184)

.4. is x-bound by P iff d-.. and p
are colndexed, p. C-commands 0(

and r is in an X-position.

As can be observed in the definition in (8), the structural

relation of C-command (Constituent command) is essential for an

element to be bound or free. The formal definition of C-command

is given in (9) below.

(9) C-command (1981 : 166)

0< C-commands f3 iff the maximal

category dominatingDt dominates J3

and DL and pare coindexed.

The above discussion, in general, shows how arguments can be

governed and assigned E)-ro(,:; at D - s and Case at S-structure and

how the e-criterion and the case filter control the distribution of

arguments. Such principles arc also useful in the distribution of

arguments in relative clauses, as the English example in (10) below

may illustrate:

(10) [The man [who [John saw] 1 1
NP S S

In the noun phrase in (10), the bracketed relative clause 'who

john saw' is the complement of the head noun 'man'. The relative

clause is connected with its head NP 'man' by the Wh-Complementizer
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which is outside the clause (S) 0

If we further examine the internal structure of the relative clause,

we observe that the relative {transitive) verb 'see' needs an internal

argument to satisfy its inherent lexical requirement at D-structure.

The relative pronoun 'who' must therefore originate within S, as in

(II) below, inorder for the lexical requirement of the relative verb to

be satisfied.

(II) [The man [comp, [John saw who] ] J
tJP S 5

The structure in (II) is the D-structure of the clause in (10).

The base generation of the rih - relative pronoun in the object position

of the relative clause satisfies the lexical requirement of the relative

(transitive) verb and this makes the representation well formed.

As a transitive verb , the verbal head 'see' in (II) assigns a

patient f)-role to the r:.1h- relative pronoun. The required government

relation between the verbal head and the relative pronoun is satisfied.

The verbal head together with the relative pronoun forms the verbal

phrase which in turn assigns an agent f)-role to the subject I'JP. This

can be seen clearly in the following phrase marker.

(12 )

,~-
N 5./ /,1"

N./ Compo/:1'
I NP /'VP

f I ~
The man John I ".

V N?
t ,

saw Who
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At S-structure, however, the Y!h-relative prononun 'who' moves

up as a left most constituent of 5 in the manner in (13).
NP

/' "--S
/" Nil /"1" <, 1_'

N' 'r t />»:j WHo I f /lP
Th man - John .r ,

saw t
In (13), a Wh-movement rule has moved the relative pronoun from

its underlying to its surface position. As can be observed in the

example, the moved wh-retatlvc pronoun has left behind a trace in its

base position, and there is a government relation between this trace

and the verbal head. The verbal head assigns accusative case to

the trace of the moved Wh-relDtive pronoun. The trace and the moved

V/h-relative pronoun form a chain which bears a slnqle 9-role and case.

The Vlh-relative pronoun shares its patient 9-role with its trace, and

the trace in turn shares its accusative case with the moved Wh-relative

pronoun. In such a way, the moved Wh-relative pronoun and the trace

function as a single variable.

Up to now, \te have shown how the G8 theory treats base

generated arguments in relative clauses. A question that may arise

at this point is how the theory takes into account the relationshlp

between relative clauses and their head NPs? In what follows, We

shall attempt to provide an answer to this fundamental question.

In the GB theory, relative clauses cannot be specified in the

lexicon because they are not reatlzzttons of inherent lexical properties
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of head nouns. Such clauses arc, therefore, not structurally acces-

sible for &rolc assignment at D-structure. They cannot also be

assigned case by their head t·1P$ at S-structure because of the case

resistance principle (CRP) of Stowell (/981) which forbids the case

mar-s inq of clausal complements. Because of such properties,

relative clauses are simply considered as nonargument clausal comp-

lements of nouns and that their position is at the maximal level in

the projection of nominal heads.

Chomsky (1982) argues that the relatlonshlp between relative

clauses and their head NPs must be interpreted by some means at

S-structure and to this effect he pi oposes a rule of predication which

considers relative clauses as open sentences predicated of their head

NPs.10

By developing this proposal, Rothstein (1985) claims that non-

argument maximal projections at ~:;-structure can be understood as

being syntactic p-edicates (Open functions) linked to appropriate

syntactic arguments (Formal subjects) and that their distribution is

governed by a rule of predicate linking which is formally stated as

In (14).

(14) I~ul€ of Predicate Linking

every non-theta marked xp

must be linked at S-struc-

ture to an arqument which

it immediately c-commands and

which immediately c-comrnands it.
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According to this claim. in the example in (13), the relative

clause 'who John saw' is a non-argument category linked to the

argumunt f~P 'the man' by the predicate linking rule at S-structure.

The head NP 'the man' acts as the formal subject11 of the predicated

relative clause.

Following Chomsky (1982) and Rothstein (1985). rvlullen (1986) also

argues that relative clauses may be interpreted lntcrms of predication

rule which requires the clause to be coindexed with a referential

expression. In (13), for instance, the referential expression is

'the man' end this has to be coindixed with the relative clause, the

predicate, as in (15) below:

(15) [ [The man]
NP.

J

Lwho [John saw l
s. S

J
In (15), the referential expression "the man" and the 'tJh-relative

pronoun refer to the same argument NP in the clause, Because of

this, the index of the referential expression passes on to. the relative

pronoun as in {16}.

(16) [ [Tt-.t: man]
NP.

J
~~hOj [John saw]

J

The above discussion shows briefly how relative clause constructions

are treated in the GB model.

One other question that must also be raised here is the difference

between restrictive and non-restrictive relative clauses.

In the GB model, distinctions between restrictive and non-restrict-

ive relative clauses have been made on the basis of levels of grammar.
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Safir (1986) deals with such differences by recognizing two kinds
-

of binding relations operating in relative clauses. A - binding,

binding from Compo and R - binding, binding by a relative head.

f le argues that Coindexation between a relative head and a

relative operator applies at the level LF' tor non-restrictive relatives

only. " hls is mainly because the reference of non-restrictive heads

is independent of their modifying clauses. On the other hand,

restrictive relative heads must R - bind something in the clause that

modifies them; in other words, R - binding can not be vacuous for

restrictive relatives (1986 : 668). This means that, R - binding is

vacuous for non - restrictive relative clauses at the IF level of

t ti 12represen a Ion • This distinction can be lllustrated in (17).

(17) At LF

a. [The mcm
l
. [who, [John saw t,]

NP S I 5

b. [Bill. [who. [John saw iti]NP J S I S

At LF', (17b) has the same indexing as that of a restrlctlve relative,

as in (18):

(18) At LF'

[ !3iII. 1who. [John saw t.]
NP J S J S J

For Safir, LF' is a level of representation in which extra arquments

or constituents like parenthaticals , and items marked by strong

intonation breaks may be attached to independent grammatical

sentences. In the same way, he assumes that non-restrictive relatives,

which are similar in their distribution to parentheticals, may be attached
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tto Independent sentences at LF •

in the rest of this study I lie shell attempt to show how relative

clauses In Chaha behave in tho HJht of the theoretical assumpticns

briefly introduced in this section.
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Notes on Chapter One

"For a discussion of the classtflcation of the Ethiopian Semitic
languages, Set! Hetzron (1977 : 3 - 29) and Leslau (1965 : 593 - 613).

2Thc Gurage languages have been classified by linguists in
different ways. However, there is a common agreement about the
three major divisions:

Northern Gurage
Eastern Guraqe

Western Gurage

Soddo
Seltl , Ulbarg, Inneqor,
Welene and Zway.
Chaha , Ezha , Gura, Gumer,
Ennemor and Endegagn.

3The Symbols for consonant and vowel phonemes given in brackets
are not of the IPA. They are employed here for typing purposes.

4According to Hctzron (1977 : 3), the name "Gunnan Gurage"
includes those dialects for which the word for "head" is related to
"gunnan". The dialects are Soddo , Goggot, Masqan, Ezha, Chaha,
Gumer, Gura, Geyto , Enncmor, Endegagn and Enner.

5Chomsky (1982) suggested that two perspectives can be distin-
guished in the study of grammar: one which emphasizes rule systems
and the other which focuses on system of principles. But, the systems
of principles can never be comprehended independent of the rule systems.

As indicated in Chomsky (1977 : 72), the EST model consists of
a few general rules and some qencral conditions governing their opera-
tions. The rules include two transformational and three interpretive
rules.

(1) Transformational rules.
(a) Move NP
(b) i'v:ove \'!h.

(2) Interpretive rules
(a\~, Reciprocal rules
(b) Bound Anaphorc rule
(c) Disjoint Reference rule

Chomsky (1977) assumes that rules (1) and (2) meet the following
conditions.

(3) Subjacency Condition : The condition forbidding a movement
across more than one tIP or S node in any single application.

(4) Tensed sentence condition (TSC) which states that an NP
cannot be extracted from a tensed clause.

(S) Specified subject condition (SSC) which disallows a non-
subject constituent from moving out of a clause (5) or NP with a
specified subject.

For Chomsky (1982), the subsystems of principles contain the
following theories which underlie the Government and Binding model
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of grammar:
(1) X-bar theory
(2) The!..; theory
(3) Case theory
(4) Government theory

6Chomsky (1982) groups all the Pre - GB assumptions under the
title, IIRule system Model" and refers to the general rules and con-
ditions (1 - 5) (in note 4) as "tho descriptive devices" of the model.

7Acc~rding to Chomsky (1986), Universal Grammar (UG) is the
human language faculty or the biological human endowment found in
the train of human beings.

8The other two subtheorics which do not par ticipete in explaining
Chaha relative clauses arc the Bounding and Control theories. Bound-
ing theory specifies the possible barriers to government find movement
by regulating the locality conditions which dictate Move Control
theory, on the other hand, accounts for the relation of PRO (empty
pronominal anaphor) with its possible antecedents, Since relatlvl-
zation in Chaha does not involve a Movement rule, the bounding
principles are not necessary. Moreover, in Chaha, a relativized NP
pc- 'tlon is il governed and €}-marked position and the empty category
which appears in this position is Pro. The relation between Pro and
its antecedents is also governed by Principle B of the Binding and not
the theory of Control.

91t is in this sense that the notion of X-abr expansion was
maintained in the model rather than in the rule system model. In
the rule: system model, a given lexical cateqory (X) may have more than
one phrasal expansion. Jackendoff (1977), for instance, assumes
a treble bar (x) level of projection for any X. Radford (1981), on the
other hand, assumes a double bar (x) level of projection for x.
There are also others who assume more than three bar levels of
projection (see Radford, 1981 : 101). In the GB theory, the lexical
requirement of a head may be satlsfled in the lexicon. The Projection
Principle, in (4), then regulates the lexical requirements In all other
levels of reprcsentatlon. Because of this, Phrase Structure rules may
be despensed with.

10According to Chomsky (1982 : 13), the rule of predication
requires a relative clause: to be taken as an open sentence in D-5.
At S-structure, however, the clause must be closed by an argument
NP of which it is predicated.

11By !orm.al subject we do not mean a subject that is [N P, S].
The ~erm IS Simply used to refer to an NP which helps an open
relative clause complement to be a closed syntatic predicate.

(5) Binding theory
(6) Bounding theory
(7) Control theory
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12G.ontrai ~ to Saflr , Chomsky (1982 : 92) assumes thct the rule
of pradlcetion maps LF representation into LF' level by introducing
Indices, Suppose that the LF representation of (1~) is lb):

(1c) [The woman [who [John loves t] ] ]
..

iH:P C S..)

(l b) { [The womcnj] (who; [John loves t.] ] ]
-- J J

tJP S 5

The rule of Predication, ther-efore, applies to the LF rcpresenta-
tlon (lb), identifying (i) and OJ, and ycilding the reprcscntatlon (lc):

(rc) [[The U~mani] ~whC.i (John loves tiJ J ]
iJP S S



CHAPTER TWO

2.0. Relative clauses at D-structure.

As Chomsky (1982) pointed out, the ultimate goal of the theory

of generative grammar is the study of the language faculty of the human

mind. In order to attain this goal, the overall task of a li!"guist is

to study qrammar s of particular languages and to abstract a set of

principles that they all share, Following this approach, .: shall

first attempt to see the particular properties of Chaha relative clauses.

Then, \ shall try to identify properties of such clauses which Chaha

share with other Ianquaqes ,

The discussion will be as follows : In section 2.1, 'we shall examine

the ways of forming relative clauses. In section 2.2, we shall describe

relatlvlzable argument fJP positions. In section 2.3, we shall show the

types of relative clauses and their base positions.

2.1. \'Jays of Relativization

Languages vary with respect to the way they form relative clauses.

Such variations may also be apparent even in a single language where

there are more than one relativizing strategies empioyed.1

As shown in the Preceding Chapter, relativization in English

'always involves a movement rule. At the risk of being repetitious,

We shall give an additional example in (1) below to illustrate this

point.

(1) [The woman [who [Bill loves)
NP ~ S

The D-structure of this relative clause is as in (2).

(2) [The woman
HP

[Comp [Bill loves who]
S S
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The string (2) is the form on which the movement rule operates,

The clement that moves outside the clause is the relative pronoun,

that is, 'who'. After the movement rule has applied, the $-structure

of the clause looks as like (3).

(3) [The woman [who. [Bill loves tt]
NP 5 I S

In (3), the moved wh - word has left behind its trace. According

to the trace theory of Chomsky (1981, 1982, 1986), the moved wh-word

and the trace form a ("'~cin at S-structure. This is an example of

rclativization with n movement strate:gy.

In some languages, relative clauses may be formed with a

rcsumptive pronoun base generated in a relativized N P position.

2According to Dorer (1584 : 220), Modern Hebrew uses this strategy •

Observe the following example.

(4) lha-yeled
NP the-boy

'The: boy

jshc [rina ?ohevet
S that S Rina loves

that Rina loves'

?oto]
him

In (4), no movement has appl icd , The. resumptive pronoun Uotol

'him' is in its D-s-position. The Compo position is also filled by the

complementlzer I she/ 'that'. for Borer, the Complementizer plays an

important role in connecting the relative clause with its head NP which

is the antecedent of the resumptive pronoun in the relativized position.

The head NP Iyeledl 'boy' is corr'erentlat with this pronoun which

is subject to principle 8 of the binding theory. Borer refers to such

kind of relativizing strategy as the resumptive pronoun strategy.
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In some other languages relative clauses may also be formed by

leaving u clitic pronoun in relativized position. According to lV:ullen

(I98G : 393) Amharic uses this strateqy as in (5).

(5) [ [Iij - u e y3 - gaddala-lIV] lbaab l
tIp ~~ .;iboy-DEF REL. -killed - it snake

'The Snake that the boy killed'

The relativlzed NP in (5) is the direct object which is phonetically

emptY'l'::) •The features of the empty relativized NP may be recovered

from the 3ms object c1itic I-wI which is attached to the relative verb.

The c1itic also plays an essential role in relatlnq the empty relativized

direct object with the antecedent head NP Ilbaabl 'snake'.

For Mullen, the empty rolatlvlzed direct object and the object

clitic in (5J i rorn an empty category clitic chain which constitutes some

kind of resurnptlve pronoun. Following Rothstein (1983), she also assumes

that the relative clause in (5) is a predicClte3 predicated of the head

NP /Ibaabl 'Snake' which is its formal subject. Mullen calls such a

relative clause forming strategy c predication resurnptivo strategy.

A question that is likely to arise here is: which of the above

relative clause strategies docs Chana use? Off hand, one can say that

Chaha seems to follow the strategy that Amharic employs, without this

implying that they are identical.

As mentioned in the preceding chapter, linqul sts like Leslau (1950),

Polotsky (1951), Hetzron (1977) and Ford (/986) have tr-ied to describe

the relative clauses of Chaha , However, their analysis is more of

descriptive and the conclusions they have arrived at are simple observa-

tional generalizations. Ford (1986), for instance, claims that the

structure of relative clauses in Cheba is s irnllar to that of main clauses

except that the verb in a relative clause is marked by the prefix lya-/4
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and by the absence of the main clause marker l-m/S• A comparison

of the relative clause in (6a) with its corresponding main clause in

(6b) may illustrate this point.

(6)

a. [[tlrama Y'a-C1in-aC] gara·d]
NP Syester-day ? - come-3fs-pf girl

'the girl (who) come yesterday'

b. [g'arad-xYlt] [tlrama c'an-aC-m] 1
S NP . VPgirl - DEF. Yesterday come-3fs-mcm-pf

'The girl came Yesterday'

In the structure in (6a), the Prefix I ya-I is attached to the

verb I Canl 'come' of the relative clause, and the main clause marker

I-ml is missing. In (6b), on the other hand, only the main clause

marker I-ml is attached to the perfective verb. Such differences

arc observable from the surface structure representations of the

clauses.

However, a closer examination of the structures may reveal that

the subject NP position of the relative clause in (6a) is empty. This

follows from the lexical property of the relative verb ICanl 'come'.

As an intransitive verb , I Can I 'come' needs an external argument

NP, that is, a subject. Sut this NP is not phonetically realized in

the expected position. In other words, the position is empty.

In contrast, in the main clause in (6b), we observe that the

subject position of the clause is filled by Igaradl 'girl' with which the

verb aqrees by showinq the suffix l-aCI i3fs'. If a lexical, that is,

a phonetically realized NP occured in the empty subject position of

the relative clause, the resulting structure would be ungrammatical
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as in (7) below.

(7)
[xY't Ya-Can-o C! gara(~1* [ tlroma

IJ.F c:
?-comc-ef's-pf 'Jirl~Shc Ycst. ..rdoy

In (7), an independent t)ufscnC'1 pronoun /xY't/ '~~hc' is found

in the: subject pr.sltion of the clause. This pronoun is in conccro

with the verb which shows the 3fs o~rcc:ment suffix t-eet, but the

structure is uns;rammaticul. if c; Clause foils to have a subject NP,

it would violate the Extended ~rl~j.:;ction \'rinciplc (EEP) 'A Chomsky

(1982 : 10) which requires ,-v,";ry clause to havc r. subject. This

requlrcrrr.nt is satlsflec in the structure in (Go) by the presence of

the phonetically null NP subject.

As mentioned cartlcr , Fnr( simply concludes that the. structure

of Cheba relative clauses is the scme as that (If indcpencent or main

clauses except that in the perfective form, it is marked !Jy the rrefix

/ya-/ attached to the verb 2,n,! ~)y the droppinr; of the final suffix

/-m/ frcfY'l the verb, :';cwcv~r, her conctusk.n is bas<..C:on surface

manifcstaticns cf relative clauscs , She c!id net examine. th« uncerlying

propertlos of such clauses , such 35 the cccuroncc of C ;Jh;:ndicrdly

null aroumcnt t·W in rctatlvizcrt cc sitlons ,- s .

Tho structure: in (6{l) shows ?; clause with c: rctctivlzco empty

subject NP positicn. In what follcws , r-!e s hai] discuss other posl-

ticns IJf rclatlvizations , Observe the followinq cxarnplc ,

(e)
[

tW
rarC-xut
.~

. boy-DEF.

'The Pencil

VE1-sly-a-ni} tr sasl
?-buy-3ms-ocl-pf Fencil

(which) the boy bourjht'
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In the above example, the rclatlvlzcd NP position is the direct

object position. Like the rclativized subject NP position in (Get), this

position is also empty. This is deduciable from the lexical property

of the relative verb /sly / 'buy". This verb is transitive and hence

needs an internal argument f'P as its direct object. However, this

NP is net phonetically realized, In other words, there is no lexical

direct object preceding the verb. instead, there is the third person

singular masculine object clitic I-nil attached to the! relative verb to

indicate that the relativizco L1? is the direct object of the verb,

The object suffix I-ni 1 in (8) and all other object suffixes in

the. lanqueqe , which are assumed tc be pronominal object clltics arc

given in (9) below, 6

(9) Sinqular Plural

1 - el -n - Inda'

2m
7 .. .'

(a)xu/-ku- (a Ixar -ka -
2f ,- (a)xY I/ ..•kY! - (ajxu 1 - ku

3m - nu I - ni no 1 - yc
3f f

.'
f

..- nn - ya - nama - Y<3ma

These pronominal object clltics are different from the subject

mcrkin9 suffixes in {1 O} which show subject-verb aqreernent relations

in the syntax, as will be discussed in detail in Chapter Three.

(10 )

Sinqular Plural

- xu - na
2m ..- xa - yu

2f - xYI - xlma

3m "- c. - 0

3f - '6c - ma
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A digression seems inescapable at this stage since the study of

pronominal clitics has attracted special attention in generative grammar

and is central to the present study. The studies of Kayne (1975),

Jaeggei (1982), Borer (1984), Rivero (1986) and Mullen (l986), among

others, c;;:J1 with pronominal clltlcs , It is impossible to discuss all

of them here. However. since pronominal clitics playa significant

role in identifying rclatlvlzed NP positions in Chaha relative clauses,

it is necessary to relso at k2St some major points about them. For

this discussion, Wli rely on the work done by Mulkn (1986) on Amharic.

This Choice is made because Chaha is more related to Amharic than

to any of the other lanqueqcs the authors have dealt with.

In her work, i.\ullen summarizes the main Cherecterstlcs of

pronominal clitics of Amharic as follows:

(11)
a, Pronominal clitics ars dependent pronouns with

features of gender r number and person.
b. Pronominal clitlcs always occur in non-argument

positions in syntetlc structures.
c. Pronominal clitics appear in syntactic structures

only by being associated, through colndoxatlon ,

with their referential (lexical or empty) NPs.
d. Pronominal clitics share the f}-roles that are asslqned

to their refercntlel NPs.

e. Pronominal clitics an; assigned case in the lexicon

by their host verbs at the moment of clltlclzatlon,

Following Mullen, we assume that the pronominal object clitics

in (9) exhibit the properties given in (11) except property (11e).

Contrary to Mullen, however, We: assume that the pronominal object
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clltics in this language shore net only the &-role but also the Case

feature assigned to their rofcrcntlal (lexical or empty) NPs in the

syntax.

In (8), for instance, the 3ms object clitic I-nil is clltlclzed to

its host verb I sly I 'buy' in the: Loxicon , as proposed by t.Jiullen for

Amharic. The verb auqrncntcd with the object clitic is then inserted

in the V-position in the relative clause. Since the clitic is in a

non-argument position as it is ettechad to the verb, it cannot be

asslqned 3 9-role and Case by tho host verb in the syntax, as

required.

As Ll pronominal clitic, howcv cr , the 3ms object clitic must be

assigned CAsco If we assume following fv:ulkn, that the verb

asslqnes case to the clitic in the lexicon, 'fIr may be facing a problem

at the syntactic level of Case assignment, for the verbal head will

have no more accusative C~SD to essiqn to the relativized empty NP

at that level. This may lead to a violation of the Case Filter at

S-structurc representation. To avoid this, 1;1':" may assume that the

pronominal object clltlc I-nil in (8) shares both the 9-role and the

Case that are assigned to its roferenttal empty NP in the syntax. The

referentia I NF is empty because it is relatlvlzed, in other words, both

Case and 9-role are assigned to the I~P in the syntax.

The examples in (6a) and (8) qenerally show the role the subject

agreement affixes and the pronominal object clitic in the language

play in identifying relatlvized NP positions in relative clauses. The

pronominal object clitics also ootcrmlnc features of rclativizcd (indirect)
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objects as in the, fcllowlng example

(12) [
['·!P

[harga rnaTaf Ya-ab-a-na l miSt]
c;
'""Gerga book ? -give-3ms-ocl-pf woman

'The woman (whom) Berga gave a book'

In (12), there is no matching between ImaTafl 'book' and the

3fs object clitic I-nal because, they differ in person, number and

qcnder , In addition, the lexical subject Ib~rgal docs not share any

feature with the clitic. The clitic rather refers to tho noun ImlStl

'women' which is the antecedent of the relativized indirect object in

the relative clause. The indirect object position is empty because

the Position is relativlzcd,

Following the dlscusslcn prcsvnted so far, the underlying

representation of (6a), (8) end (12) may be shown in (13) (14) and

(15), respectively.

(13 )

[ [e: tlrama Y';;-C~in-aC] garad]
[-.iP S? Yesterday? +Come-Bfs-pf girl

'The girl (who; earn", Yesterday'

{14 }

[ _[arC - xut
I\)P c;: r _._

n -boy-i)ci"'

'The Pencil

i:~ Ye-s lv-a-nl I !rsas]
? ?-buy-3ms-ocl-pf pcncii

(which) the boy bought'

(15 )

_[b2rgn c maTaf Ya-ab-e-na] miSt)
c
"Ber'qa 7 DC'::k ?-£ivc-3ms-ocl-pf woman

'The woman (whom) Gerga gave a book'

/\s shown in (2), a lcxlcal f';P does not appear in a rolatlvlzcd

position elf a relative clause. Such a position is covered by an empty
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element (e ) 2S shown in (13-15). The (e) is of the: type [+p -ale

In other words, it is pronominal not anaphor!c , and accordingly the

D-structure of the relative clauses of (13 - 15) is as in (16 - 18),

respectively.

(16 )
[ Pro

NP S
'The

tlrama Ya - Can - 'ciC]
Yesterday 1 Come- = fs-pf

girl (who) came Yesterday'

garad)
girl

(17)

[ [arC - xut Pro Ya - sly-a-ni] Irsas]
NP 5 ?-buy-3ms-ocl-pf Pencilboy-DEF.

'The Pencil (which) the boy bought'

(18 )

1Darga Pro maTaf y~) - ab-a-na J miSt]
NP S book ?-give-3ms-ocl-pfDerga woman

'The woman (whom) Berga gave a book'

In the above D-structure representations, the empty category

Pro appeared in all the relatlvized NP positions. These positions are

governed and 9-marked. As a pronominal element, Pro is free in its

governing category (i.e. in the relative clause), but bound by the

antecedent in the next higher governing category (i.e. NP). Based

on this, it is possible to conclude that Chaha uses the Pro in situ

strategy in forming relative clauses. This strategy has also been

argued for in Daye (1987) for Oromo, 3ikalc (1989) for Wollayeta, and

Mengistu (1989) for Khamtanga, all Ethiopian languages.

2.2. Other Relativizable Argument NP

Positions in Chaha Relativ8 Clauses

In the preceding section, we have shown relativized subject,

direct object and indirect object positions, and the affixal and clltic

elements that identify the empty cateqor les in such positions.
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Chc:hc: has also another two sets of pronominal clitics which

identify relativizod posttions of obiccts of preposition. These two

sets can b<.. called B - clitics end !1- clitics.8 The B - clitics are;

given in (22) below.

(19)

im

2f

2m

3f

D- c litics

Singular

- bi / - pi

bxa / - lkE:

- bxYi / - bkY'
9 .- IN

- wa I - p (";

- ba / - pi:'!

Plural

- b lnda / - plnd~·

bxu I bku
- bxlmo I - bklrna

- bo / - P('

- bama i - ~),:'1m:J

The 8- clitics add the meanings 'in', I f~ith', 'from", 'against'

and 'to the detriment of' te' vcrbel heads in syntactic structures.

The H- clitics in (20) below, or. the other hend , supply the rncaninqs

'fer' enc 'to the Jenefit of' tc verbs in clauses ,

(20J

2m
2f
3m
3f

t~-cl itics

Sinqular

- ni

Plural
• 1"-- moa

- nxa / - nka
- i1x"l I / -nkYI
_ 1vr:: I - n~i
- r.::· / - n,',

nxu / - nku
- nxlrna I -nklma
- re, / - no
- ramG / - n" m(i

As mentloncd above, both the B - and r~ - clitics shade pre-

posltional rneaninqs to verbal h8PoCS C1S illustr-ated by tho followinq

examples:

(21)
[

NP
[ax?

Syou(m)

.. I..·, .. .-
Yc-k aTer-xa-we J Cla·xWa]

spear
c ~r0-xlilo

cows-DEF. ?-kill-2ms-pocl-pf

'The Spear with which you killed the Cows'
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In (21), the 3ms D-clitic I-lf/a; adds the prepositlonal meeninq

'with' to the verb's meanlno of 'kill', to produce the augmented

meaning 'kill with'. The verbal head does not imply a prcposttional

meaning unless the clitic is present. Similarly, in the relative clause

in (22), the prepositional meaning 'for: of the f~-clitic I-ral and

the verb's meaning'buy' toqethor convey the meaning II:"JUY fer the

benefit of". Without the clitic,~9ain the verbal head alone cannot

express this meaning which makes the presence of the prepositional

c1itics I-wal and t-ret cbllcctcrv , Their presence is also necessary

inordcr for the relative clauses to be well-formed, for otherwise,

they would be Ungrammatical as in the corresponding (23) and (24):

P3)

Cows-DEF

.# I·..·~ .; , .. w~·
Va-k e Tar+xa-j l C ex a J

? - kill-2ms-? sp(;ar
* [~[a",a

t"Jp SYou(m)
,~ erc-xlno

(24)

* [ [ b II" e.,ar to E: n. arnis
NP SSerto skirt

y~-s Iy-a-? ]

? - buy-3ms-?

g'cirad]

girl

In Chaha , where both 3 direct object and object of .? preposition

arc present in a clause the direct object may not be cxprcsseo by (3

c1itic. This is noticeable from the corresponding main clauses of the

relative clauses in (25) and (26}.

(25)

[ [axa]
S t~pyou(m)

'Ycu killed

r " ,..1" W" I.... " --[ i!-..w-""ClX z.] [are-xtno kaTar-oca-wa-mj ] ]

V" rr"with-spear Vi Cows-DEF. klll-zrns-pocl-mcm-pt

the Cows with G Spear'
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[ [bar ta]
5 ~~p2erta

[ [Ya - garad-x y It] l k'arnls
V" pp V'for-0irl-DEF. Skirt

bought a Skirt for the girl'

sly-a-ra-m] 1 1
buy-3ms-pocl-mcm-pf

'Berta

In such examples , the lexical t~F with which the prepositionals
clitics agree are contained in the Prepositional Phrases (?Ps).

However, when such tJP-pcsitions arc relativized, as in (21) and

(22), the prepositional clitlcs ar., found attached to the relative verbs

of the c Jauses ,

{\ question that is likely to arise here is: can the empty

category Pro also appear in these relativized prepositional object

positions? The answer is Y es , Since the positions arc governed and

hence O-m<.erkec, there is nc reason why Pro cannot occur in such

posltlcns , Hence, the D-structur.:· cf the relative clauses in (21)

and (22) are as in (27) and (26), respectively.

(27)
[

NP
[axa Pro

c:::
";ycu(m)

'The Spear

.. ,--.. .. ..
Ya-K e Tar-oca-wa 1 , .. w··e aX al

ccws-DEF. ?-kill-2ms-pocl-pf

with which You killed the Cows'

spear

(28)
[ [bar ta F'ro K'drnis Ya-s lv-a-r a l 92rad]

~:p SBer a skirt ?-buy-3ms-pocl-pf girl

'The girl for whom iJerta bought a Skirt'

i'mC'thcr question conccrnino these representations relates to the

way Pro gets? O-role. It is pc sslble to assume that the verb and the

prcpositlonal clitic in (27) 3nc (28) hz ve C·-rGlcs tc assign to the

lexical direct object NP , end tc Fro in the relativized j';, postticns ,s
I\S can be observed in the examplcs , the prepos iticnal clitics /-wa/

and l -rel supply additional edverblal mecninq to the lexicel meanings

cf the verbal heads in the; rcle.tlvo ctau== 8(!Cc?U5C of this. it is
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possible to assume that the verbal heads and the prepositional c1itics

have not only the 8-roles that can be asslqncd to the lexical direct

object positions. In (27), for instance, the verb and the prepositional

c1itic /-k'aTarxawa/ 'killed with' assign an instrumental e-role to the

Pro in the relativized IJP position. In the same way, the verb and

the prepositional c1itic /-siy'ara/ 'bought fori in (28) assign the benefactive

Errole to the Pro in the relative clause. This is always true in relative

clause constructions like (27) and (28). In independent clauses like

(25) and (26), however, the objects of the prepositions which are

contained in PPs get 8-roles from their prepositional heads and not the

verbs. Mulh:n (1986 279) argues that such kinds of ~rok assignment

6--: _ j apptles !r Amharic relative clauses.

The: preceding discussion shows relativized positions of object

of prepositions in Chaha relative clauses. In what follows, we shall

consider how complements of head nouns can be rclativized in the

language. Observe the structure in (29) as an example.

(29)
[ [ [ [e maTaf-~taJ [Ya-k'an-'aJ J

NP S S t~p? book-ppcl VP?-IOose-3ms-pf

'The man whose book is lost'

mls]

man

The morpheme 1-'3tal in (29) is not merely a suffix but a

possessive pronomial c1itic with the features 3ms. It idcntlfles the

features of the relativized NP, which is impty. The noun is empty

because it is in a rclatlvizcd position. Since the empty position is a

governed and G-marked position, We may assume that the empty

category is Pro. This is shown in (30:: below.
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(30)
a. [ J

NP S
[ [Pro m2Taf-ata] .~y1(-k'an-a] ] ]

S NP VPbook-ppcl ?-loose-3ms-pf

'The man, whose book is lost'

mls]

man

b.

Following the uniformity condition of Chomsky (1986 : 194) 11,

WiJ assume that Pro in (30) m3Y be assigned both a e-role and CClSC

by its head noun. The head noun Im"2-Tafl 'book' assigns a possessive

e-rolu and a genitivo case to it.

As mentioned above, the morpheme I-atal in (30) is a 3ms

possessive pronominal clitic. Other such possessive pronominal

clitics Include those in (31) below (for person, number and gender).

(31)
Singular Plural

-ana -anda'

2m
.4>-axa -axu

2f -<:lxYI -axlrna

3m -"5ta -axuna
3f -'<:lxYlta -axlnema
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In the relative clause in (30), the retativized NP is the complement

of the head noun ImaTafl 'book' which is in the possessive of genitive

pharase, Like wise, complements of nouns of source genitives may

also be relatlvlzed as in (32).

(32)
[ [ [ [Pro

NP S S NP
furno-xuta] [Ya-b'ana-xu-nu)

VPbread-DEF. ?-cat-1 s-ocl-pf

Wheat, the bread of which I ate'

sine]

'The

The relativized noun in (32) have the source role of showing the

material which the Ifurno! 'bread' is made of. Since it is in an

argument Position, it gets a ourcc &role and a genitive case from

the head noun I furno I 'broad' as in (30) 12 •

From the above discussion, We may conclude that object of pre-

positions and complements of head nouns may be relatlvlzod by

employing the Pro in situ strategy in much the same way objects of

verbs arc relatlvlzed,

2.3. Kinds of Relative Clauses and their Base eositions.

In the preceding two sections, \..- have seen the relatlvizinq

strategy and the relativizable NP positions in Chaha relative clauses.

In this section, VIe shall deal with the types and functions of relative

clauses in general.

According to Jackendoff (1977), relative clauses can be restrictive

or nonrestrictive, and they arc complements of NPs in his "Uniform

Three Level Hypothesis".13 In this theory. restrictive relative

clauses arc treated as complements of NII and nonrestr lctlves as

complements of N'''. Accordingly, an NP like lithe man who was ctever

has the following representation.
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(33} ,,'"I'.

Art '"

I
, II

Ar t

I
I

Art'

I

" ti-s:

/'
N

man rJho was clever
(Restrictive)

;~nCl if the restrictive relative clause is to be followed by a further

relative clause, as in,

(34) the man who was clever, whom Gill saw, the latter func-

tioning as an appositive, the representation would be as in (35).

(35)

Art'" f,1l.____-,1.""
n" "", s
I / Uhom Bill saw
~'J "" (Nonrestrictive' (')
! ~ Apposltive

I ~. --------~
\'Iho WC1S clever

(Restrtctlvc )

----s
/~, II

J\rt

hrt'

/\rt,
The man

1\ ques tion that may ar ls., trcm the above representation relates

to the reason why the two kinds of relative clauses differ in levels?

According to Jackcndoff (1977 : 172), the reasons relate to the dif-

fcrences in intonation, ccmplementlzcrs sclccti -n and distributions.
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Non-restrictives, but not rcstr lctlves are , for lnstance , preceded by

a noticeable intonation break. Rcstr ictives can :Je lnteroduccc by the

"that" or "zero" cornplementlzcr whereas appositives have to he

introduced by a wh - word. Furthermore, appositives always occur

following res trtctives , because of such differences Jackendoff con-

eludes that the two kinds of relative clauses brunch from different

syntactic levcls14 as shown in (35).

If we fo I!ov>, Jackcndoff's assumption, a Chaha relative clause

ccnstruction like (36 a) might be representee! as in (36 b) •
(36)

K'awa Y2;-:'IfaTar-'aC] [ [ Pro .- - Ya-Cot-e C]u. [ [ Pro wa
f-! III ,- Nil 5J Ccfue ?-bcil-3fs-;Jf Sauce: ?-make- 3fs-pf

[g'6rad J
H .girl
'The girl (who) made Sauce, (who) boiled Coffee'

b.
II'I!

s

/
/

/'
P k' .,ro ?!wa ' Ya2faTaraC

(Nonrestrictive or)
I\ppositive I

Fro wa T YaCataC
( Restrictive)

Cut, Jackendoff's account of apposltive as tI"1 complements, has

been serfously questioned by. among others, Emends (IS7S), for

exarnpk, , who arqucs that apposltlvc relative clauses are not dis-

tinctly different in their properties frcm restrictives .ind that the

., - ......
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comma intonation break which is claimed to be a distinguishing factor

cannot be studied from a purely svtactlc point of view. As an

alternative. he proposes a hypothesis which he calls the Main Clause

Hypotesis (MCH). This Hypothesis states that appositives can be

der-ived by a rule of parenthetical formation which operates on main

clauses coordinated with the clause containing the antecedent 15.

He (1979 : 220) also proposes Cl rule of Vih - interpretation shown

in (37) which operates on both res tr ictfve and appositive relative

clauses.

(37)
[PRO, Wh] is anaphortc to H"

in H" [Comp [w .•• Z] ] when:
S S

S is not a sister to a head

H = hI,V,A,P.

According to this rule, the structure in (35) may be represented

as in (38) below.

(38)

Nil

2

,'. "

\1
The man

Whom Bill saw
rfhc was clever

From the D-structure representation in (38), observe that

Emonds's analysis allows a recursive projection. It also makes it

possible for contiguous antecedents to be available for both "who"

and "whom" th t Nil IIa are, 1 and N2, respectively. In Jackcndoff's
II

system it is not possible for N to dominate itself. Because of this,

the structure in (35) cannot be interpreted by the rule in (37) as it

stands.
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Even Emonos's proposal is not without a flaw. I\s can be observed

in (38), there arc contiquons antecedents for the \,!h-i'~P in the relative
5

clauses. This may be true; in lan~Llages llke English where we find liih -

relative pronouns. In Chaha , \ie don't find V!h-HP as antecedents ofs

relativizod tiP •s Consider again the relative clause in (36 b) represented

in (39) below, following Emends's analysis.

(39) t.,",.

N;;
/~_/<.

/'
/

/
In (39), there arc no V!h - in::- within the relative cl2IUSCS as ins

the EnC!lish example in (38). Th •. antecedent rJP Igaradl '£irl' is far

frcrn the rolativized subject !!? in the relative clcuses , ["0cause ofs
II II

this, it is not possible to say thz t the N, and t'~2 in {39) are contiguous

antecedents of the rclativlzcd tiP. The representation has also another
5

problem : from the structure! confiquratlon , it seems that it allows
II

multiple reletlve clauses to be stocked in N , in which case: it is

imr-,:..:ssible to separate the rcstrtctlvcs from the nonrcstrictivcs.

Theretorr, , the need fer a dlffcrcnt alter native is indcspcns ible ,

On8 thing unccniablc , howcvcr , is that Emoncis's analvsls is descr ip-

tivolv superior to that of Jeckcndoff , because it avoids esslqninq

similar clausal complements to different levels cf prciectlcn , and
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concommitantly eliminates the XIII level of projection. As can be seen in

(39), the internal structures of restrictive and nonrestrictive relative

clauses have no difference. The comma intonation before the appositive

relative can not be taken as a distinguishing criterion since it is not

syntactic.

in both Jackendoff (1977) and Emonds (1979) system, s::elative

clauses arc; treated in terms of phrase structure rules. In GD, they

are simply considered as ncn~rgurnent clausal compliments of heac nouns

at a maximal level. I ~gardin9 this, Stowell (1981 : 70) says that all

modifiers (including relative clauses) must project from 2' maximal

level (XII level).

Concerning the difference b\;:t vcen restrictive and non-restrlcttve

rclatlves , it is assumed that they can be Interpreted at two different

levels of representations. S,afir (1986), for instance, argues that the

referential relation between heed I'~P and their restrictive relatives
clause complements can be determined at the LF level of reprcsenta-

tion, while; the referential relation between head 1'1 P and their non-s

restrictive relative clause comnlcmcnts can be determined at LF' (2

level after LF). For him, such refcrentlal relations may be indicated

by Coindexation at both levels. The reason for the distinction in the

levels of colndexation is that tho reference of the heads of non-restric-

tives is always independent of their modifying cleuses , Nonrcstrictives

generally serve cs "parenthetical comments" or "after thcuchts" set

off from their hUC1dr~ps ~)y intonation.

If ~ife consider again the Chaha relative clauses in (39) in the li9ht

of GC, V!e find a prolonged pause: following the ncnrestrlctlvc relative,

Except this, there is no formal difference between the two relative

clauses in the structure. Even the co rrplemcntlzer I y~~I occurs in
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in both kinds of relative clauses.

However, the two kinds of relative clauses differ in their function

in the structure. The nonrestrictive relative, for instance, has no

restrictive' effect on the head noun IgOa6;dl 'girl'. This is. mainly

because the head noun is already restricted by the relative clause

which immediately preceds it. The nonrestrictive relative simply gives

supplementary information about the head noun. Because of this,

and following Safir (1986), We may assume that the referential relation

between the head iJP IgOaradl 'girl' and its nonrestrictive relative in

(39) may be determined at the level of LF' whereas the relation

between the head and its restrictive relative clause is determined at

LF. These are shown in (40) and (41),respectively.

(40)
At LF
[ JPro

NP S
k'awa V:i-Clf~iT2"r-aCJ [Pro. waT

- I
Coffee ?-boil-3fs-pf Si Sauce

[garad. JN I
girl

'The girl (who) made Sauce, (who) boiled Coffee'

Ya-Cot-aCJ
?-make-3fs-pf

(41)
At LF'

[ [Po rOjNP S
J

k'awa Ya-af5T~ir-aCJ JPrei waT ya-Cot-i:iCJ
coffee ?-boil-3fs-pf Si Sauce ?-make-3fs-pf

[garad .. J
N. IJ

girl

'The girl (who) made Sauce, (who) boild Coffee'

In Chaha , nonrestrictives, but not restrictives, can be used to

qualify proper nouns as in (42).

(42)
[ [Pro

NP 5
Ya-amatu yl - ramd-na]

O.M.- Ametu 3ms-love-ocl-lmpf

(who) loves Ametu'

kabada]

kebade
'kebede,
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I\s in (41), the referential relation between the head NP and

the nonrestrictive relative clause complement in (42) can be deter-

mined by coindexing at LFI 21S in (43).

(43)
[ [Pro.

- INP S. '
J

Ya-amatu

C.M. - Ametu

Y I - ramd-na]
3ms-love-ocl-1 mpf

'kebede , who loves arnctu'

In (43), the clausal complement does not restrict the proper noun

head, because the noun does not need any restrictive modifier, as

it is inherently defined or restricted.

Another difference between the two kinds of relative clauses

is that restrictive relatives may be: headed or headless. If we conslder

again the nonrcstrtctlvo relative in (43), for instance, it cannot occur

without its head noun. I f so, the structure would be come Unqrammatical

and Uninterpretable as in (44)

(44)
* [ (Pro

NP S
Ya-amctu y I-rand-na]
G. ~.!i•• -/\m\)tu 3ms-lovc-ocl-pf

eJ

However, unlike nonrcstr-lctlvcs , restrictive rclatlves m2'Y occur

without a head tiP as in the fcllowing example.

(45)
[ [ [atam w - anZl Pre Ya-Cct-a C-nu l .

S NP S. 11k 3f I -sister - ppc . -coo - s-oc -p f

oj

[b~na - xu - m]
VPcat-J s-mcm-pf

II ate the one which my sister cooked'

In the above D-structure: reprcsentatlon , the relative clause occurs

preceding the empty f,IP heed. The referential relation between the

empty hlF head and the relatlvized object NP is marked by the object

clltic l -nss}, The clitic I-nul identifies the features of the empty heao

ann the rdPltiviu..,ri [)()cdticn _ which is also ernotv,
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Before concludlnq this scctlcn , one important point must be

noted. In Chahe , both restrictive and nonrestrictive relative clauses

occur preceding their head NP which indirectly shows in the heads
final property of the Ianquaqc,
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Ijotos On Chapter Two

'Unguists like Keenan (1985), Comrie (198'), Maxwell (1979),
Lehmann (1966), Downing (1978), etc. discuss the relativizing
strategies of quite a number of lanquaqes from a typological point of
view. In this study, no attempt will be made to deal with such
stratcqles as that has little or no relevance to the purpose of the
study.

2Mcdern Hebrew can else be taken as an example of a lunguage
employing both a movement and ? rcsumptlve pronoun stratccv, See
Sorer (l984) for details.

3J\ predicate is an open syntectic unit which needs another
constituent incr der to be closed, /" relative clause , for instance,
can be taken as a predicate because without its head NP it remains
open, V!hcn it is linked with its head NP by some means, it is called
a closed syntactic unit. See Rothstein {1985} for details.

4Fcrd (1986) treats the /Y2;1 in Chaha relative clauses as a
relative prefix. She did not, however, determine its syntactic
status or its position in such constructions. In this chapter, we:; shall
follow her assumption in consid(;ring Iyal as a relative prefix but
argue differently in the next chapter.

SIn Ford (1986), the suffix I-ml which is always attached to
a verbal head (perfect) is 2;15:) treated as a "final suffix", Out this
suffix is never attached to verbs uf dependent clauses such as
relative clauses. It may be preferable to consider it as e main clause
marker (mcm).

6There arc two sets of ()bj~~ctsuffixes in the lant;uage which
are consider-ed in this study as pronominal object clitics. /\t this
star;e , wrc do not have phonolct.ical clues for their alternations.
Hctzon (1969 : 1977) and Polotsky (1951), however, refer to these
sets as heavy and light suffixes. (The light ones are the first in
the list). The light set of suffixes occurs with all singular forms
except the second person feminlno, The heavy ones occur with the
second person feminine singular and with all other plurcl forms.
Food (l966) also argues in the same ways.

7The (p) cccurs if the verb form preceding the object suffix
ends in consonant.

8Th-J letters "G" and "N" in the two sets are readily under-
standable. For convienicnce, we shall refer to thorn as B - and N -
clitics.

9We shall assume that the underlying form is IbQu/. ln Chaha,
there is i'.:l labialization rule that Changes the form t"", Iwi?l. First,
the vowel lul changes Ibl into IPI, then the Ipl, after the vowel
lal may be changed into l w I ,
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10 Yr ~ r I v - v example: narnad-x 1m (you (f) loved)
~ ti-ramj (you (f) love).

11 The uniformHy condition of Chomsky (1986) states that a
head noun assigns case to its complement if and only if it assigns
9-role to it at D-structure.

1~The Genitive expresses different kinds of relations in
structures. This Is not particular to Chaha but Is rather a typical
property of genitive NPs in general. See Williams (1984) for details.

13According to Jackendoff (1977 : 53) I for every lexical category
h .. I" '"x , t ere are syntactic categories x I x and x and the major phrase

structure rule that elaborates these srntactic categories is of the type (1).
(1) xn - (ci) ••• (Cj) - xn- -(ci + 1) ••• bCk),

where 1~ n < 3 I and for all Cj I either Cj = v' for
some leXical-category Y I or Cj is a specified gram-
matlca I formative.

Jackendoff refers to the rule schema in (1) as the "Uniform Three
Level Hypothesis", He also cssumes that complements can be divided
into three types : functional arguments I restrictive modifiers and
nonrestrictive modifiers and these can be classified as x' I x" and XiII

complements I respectively.

14 Jackendoff (1977) did not only indicate the base positions of
the two kinds of relative clauses but also tried to compare the NP-
complement theory with other widely accepted theories like the
"determiner" theory and the "Chomsky - adjoined" theory. These two
major theories were in contention with the NP - complement theory in
their methods of analysis. According to Jackendoff (1977 : 170) I the
"determiner" and the "Chomsky adjoined" theories were first advocated
by Smith (1964) and Ross (1967), respectively.

15Emonds (1979) argues that appositives can be derived by
applying the rule of parenthetical formation (1).

(1) Parenthetical formation
x - cmax - s - y - 1 - () - 3 + 2 - ~

pp
where 1-2 is a root s , and cmax is a phrasal
constituent that is a maximal projection of
a lexical category in the bar (prime) notation.

According to him (l979 : 211) I the rule of parenthetical formation
Is used to form a sentence criented parentheticals like relative clauses.
It moves a constituent from one clause to another around a constituent

.external to that clause.



CHAPTER THREE

3.0. Relative Clauses at S-structure

In the preceding chapter, vu dealt with the D-structure pro-

perties of relative clauses. We have argued that all relatlvlzed

NP positions are filled by an empty category which is Pro at this

level. In this chapter, W{. shall be concerned with the S-structure

properties of such clauses.

ThE: analysis is organized as fellows : In .:.<;ction3.1, we shall

show the relation between head NPs and their relative clause com-

plernents at S-structure, in 3.2., we shall consider the element

IYal and, finally, in section 3.3, we shall deal with the similarities

and differences between subject agreement affixes and pronominal

object clitics.

3.1. Chaha Relative Clauses as Syntactic Predicates

Chomsky (1982) assumes that relative clauses might simply be

interpreted at S ..:;~ructure by a rule of predication which relates such

clauses as open sentences predicated of their head I'JPs. Following

this assumption, Rothstien (1985) also suggests that relative clauses

are truely open predicates which become closed syntactic units only

when linked to their head NPs. This linking takes place at S-structure

by a rule called predicate linking defined in (1) below.

(1) Rule of Predicate Linking

Every non-theta marked XP
must be linked at S-structure
to an argument which it
immediately c-commands and
which immediately c-commands
it. (1985: 7)
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According to Rothstein, the rule: in (1) does not account for only

the relation between relative clauses and their heads but also for relations

between all other maximal projections and their lexical heads.

In this connection, Rothstein argues that all complements can be

divided into two types: arguments and non-arguments. The distribution

of arguments is governed by the €rcriterion and the Case Filter at D-

and S- structures, respectively. The 9-criterion requires all arguments

to appear in 9-positions while the Case Filter requires all phonetically

realized arguments to bear the feature case , Both of them govern the

distribution of only arguments.

The distribution of non-arguments may be governed by the rule of

predicate linking in (1) which operates at S-structure after all arguments

have been assigned &-roles at -structure.

As mentioned above, the rule of predicate lir.\dng treats all maximal

projections as open predicates predicated of arqumcnts at S-structure.

The arguments act as formal subjects 1 of the predicated maximal

projectlons+, This formal reletlonshlp is indicated in P.othsteln (1985 9)

as in (2l and (3), respectively.

(2) X is the subject of Y

if and only if Y is
linked to X under (1).

OR

(3) Y is a Predlcetc of X
if and only if Y is

linked to X under (1).

As stated in (1), a subject must be in c-command relationship with

its predicate In order for the predication relation to hold. The definition

of c-command is given in (4) below.

(4) '* c-commands f3 if and only if
every maximal projection domi-
natingO( also domlnaroe R
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From such assumptions, it is possible to state that a predicate is a

non-argument maximal projection the distribution of which is governed by

the rule of predicate linking. A question that may arise here concerns

the reason why arguments cannot be governed by the rule of predicate

linking. According to Rothstein, arguments are not open predicates

which means that they need other constituents to be closed. They are

rather Independent syntactic units with the potential of being subject for

predlcated maximal projections, i.e., non-arguments. Their distribution

is also governed by the Case Filter at S-structure and by the e-criterion

at D-s.

Relative clauses , which are maximal projections of head nouns, are

subject to the predicate linking rule. In what follows, 'we shall adopt

Rothstein's suggestion, as outlined above, and consider Chaha relative

clauses as open predicates predicated of their head NPs.

Consider the relative clause in (Sa) whose tree representation is

shown in (5b).

(5)
a. [

NP
lbarga e
SBerga

'The woman

•• I'''' -~ ••Va - k anarn-a-n.s] miSt}
7-insult-3ms-ocl-pf woman
(whom) Berga insulted'

b. NP

N'S _
----N

- Ibarga e Yak'an"am'ana mlSt-
In (5), the relative clause (S) is base generated from a maximal

level, Le , , NP, as a clausal complement. As it is in a non-argument

position, it does not get any &-role from the head noun. in addition,
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the clause is not subject to the Case Filter as clauses are resistant

to Case (See Stowell 1981). The relationship it has with the head

is determined by the rule of predicate linking, stated above. 3

Accordingly, the relative clause in (5) can be linked to the head
I

NP ImlStl 'woman", The head NP can also be taken as the formal

subject of the predicated relative clause. The required c-command

relationship is satisfied since the first branching node dominating

the NP also dominates the clause.

According to Rothstein, predication relations can be indicated

by coindexing. The rule of predicate linking assigns the index of

a formal subject to a predicated maximal projection. In (5), for

instance, the index of the head ~JP (the formal subject) can be

assigned to the relative clause (the predicate) in the manner in (6).

(6)

Rule of

•• I......... ••
Ya-k anam-a-na l

1
Predicate Linking

L I

Ya-k anam-a-n~ j

miSt}[ [oarga
NP. S

J

[ [barga c
NP. S.

J J

miSt]

The empty position in the relative clause in (6) is not as such

a gap created by the relatlvizatlon process. It is a base qenerated

empty category which is Pro. This empty category is connected

with its antecedent (the head tiP) by the 3fs object clitic I-nal

which is found attached to the relative verb. Since there is a

referential relation between the empty category and the antecedent

NP, the index of the antecedent passes on to the empty category

via the predicate as shown in (7) below.
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(7. )

[ ~barga
NP. oJ.

J J

Pro.
J

Ya-k'anam-Oa-na] miSt]

From the above discussion, we may conclude by saying that

Chaha relative clauses meet the conditions for interpretation by the

rule of predicate linking and that they may, hence, be considered

as open predicates predicated of their head NPs '

3.2. The Element Iyal in Chaha Relative Clauses

In all the examples given in the preceding sections, we put a

question mark under Iyal to indicate that its function, categorial

status and position were yet to be determined. In this section, we

shall argue that it is an clement with the role of connecting relative

clauses with their head NPc:.-. Its base position is, in comp., the

right most constituent of S.

In previous works, particularly in Leslau (1950) and Polotsky

(1951), Iyal was simply considered as a relative pronoun. Hetzron

(1977) also stated that it was a morpheme attached to a perfective

relative verb to indicate that the clause in which the verb occurs is

a relative clause. But, he did not consider its underlying properties.

Ford (1986), on the other hand, argues that the presence of Iyal

in relative clauses distinguishes such clauses from other independent

or main clauses. Other than this, she did not say much about it.

These all show that the syntactic status of Iyal is still questionable.

In this section, we shall propose an alternative analysis.

As stated in Ford (1986 : S4), the presence of Iyal attached to

a perfect relative verb serves to distinguish relative clauses from

independent or main clauses. Compare the following examples.
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(8)
[tlrama Ya'-war-aC} qarad]

f-.·1FI ~....Ycster cay ?-go-3fs-pf girl

ITh(; girl (who) went Yesterday'

(9)
[ [garad-xYlt] [ttrema

5 NP VDgirl-DEF. . Yester-day

'The girl went Yesterday'

war-'aC-m)

go- 3fs-rncrn-pf

In (8), the morpheme Iyal is attached to the verb Iwa'rl 'go'.

The morpheme must obligatorily be present attached to the: verb for

the clause to be a relative clause: otherwise, the structure would

b(;COmB ungrammatical as in (lG).

(10)
[[tlrama w~r-5Cl garad]

NP SYesterday go-3fs-pf girl

(10) is ill - formed because the Iya/, which relates the clause

to the head NP is missing. But, in (9), the absence of ly~'1 c:!id not

make the clause Hl-forrnec; showing that its distribution is limited to

dependent clauses, and in this particular case, to relatlvo clauses.

As can be observed in (8), Iyal must be atteched to main verbs

of relative clauses. If tho verb has an auxil iary verb, the clement

is attacheo to it, rather than to the mcln verb as (11) ~.)elow shows.

nn
(ci:in-a-m Ya-rilpDr~J 2rC J

Scome-3ms-mcm-pf ? - auxiliary bey

'The boy who h(jc~ come'

The relative verb in the rolatlvc clause in (11) is in what is

known as the pluperfect form Clnd that Iyal is attached to the auxiliary

from Inaparaml rather than tc it.
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In the examples in (8) and (11), I y'a I does not function as a

relative pronoun. If it were such a pronoun, it would have exhibited

different nominal features for c!ifferent cases, In languagos like

English, for instance, there arc ~Jh-relative pronouns which show

differences between the nominative, accusative and genitive cascs ,

The following are illustrative exarnplcs , 4

(12 )
[The woman [who bought the book

~~p S

for the boy ]

( 13)
[The man [whom the woman hit J

NP 5

(14 )
[The boy

NP
[whose book the man bcught ]
5

The examples in (12-14) shew that the English rfh-rel2tive

pronouns have the nominative form 'who', the accusative: 'whonii5 and

the genitive "whose". In Chaha, IY"2d has no nornlnativc accusative

anc genitive; counterparts. Whether or not the relatlvized 1\\P position

is that of a SUbject, an object or (J possessive NP, it remains InvarI-

abelv the same. This is iIIustratod in the examples below,

(15 )
[

NP
[tlrama TE; Y~-sly-·a] mls]
SYesterday sheep ?-buy-3ms-pf man

'The man (who) bcught a sheep'

(16)
[

NP
[mISt-xYlt adya ya-ab~na-·aC-no] 5;)bJ

c
oJ woman-DEF. lunch ?-invite-3fs-ocl-pf men

'The men (whom) the woman invited lunch'
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(17)
[ [bet-eta Ya~faras-a] mis 1

NP S
housc-ppcl ?-fell down-3ms-pf man

'The man (whose) house fell down'

Although, Iyal is attached to the verbs as a prcflx , it does

not have any nominal feature like person, number, etc. This would

have not been the case, if H were a pronominal affix. This indirectly

shows that Iyal is not a part of the inflectional features of the verb.

\fie, therefore, assume that it is an element which introduces the clause

as being predicated of the head NP. It is a kind of cornplementlzer ,

As a complementizer, IYal is semantically null which is what one

would expect, given that accordlnq to Radford (1988 : 491) such

elements carry not semantic but syntactic information. The syntactic

function is that it connects the relative clauses with the head NPs.

Furthermore, IYa"1 cannot be used as an argument in relative

clauses. The argument of the verb is the subject or the object NP.

SinCE: IYe;1 is neither of these, its treatment as complcmentizer is

plausible, and accordingly, (15) can be represented as (18).

(18)
NP

~I"

N~ -:1 VP I

e ~V'
Adv /">»I ~p I

tirama Te aslya

mls
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In (18), the position of IY2:1 is clause final. This is because

all head categories in the language occur following their complements.

en the other hand, from the facts in (18), one may ask how I Va I

gets attached to the verb, if its base position is in Comp? One may

say that either IVaI has to move down to the verb or the verb has

to go up to the right of Compo The former account is excluded

because: downward movement is not allowed in the GB model, Thus,

\1JB assume that the. verb moves up to Comp and IV'?,! is prefixed to

it. This can be seen in (19) below,

(19)

+ GSIYD

I
J-t .>-....../

mls

Verb movement like in (19) is not particular to Chaha ,

VC0pm2n (1983) arques that in Veta verbs move to Camp at S-structure

and that the process is univer-sal, The moved verb in (1 S) leaves

behind its trace in its base poslticn. As a verbal head, the trace

has the potential to assign case to the object hP IT(';I IShE-cpl.

Th•...other piece of cvldencc supporting the Ccmplcmentlzer

analysis of IVaI is that its distribution is restr-icted to perfect

relative clauses. Radford (1988 : 493) states that a typical com JJ-
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Iernentlzcr is mostly restricted to occur in a particular type of

clause, According to him, English complementizers, for instance,

appear in specific type of clauses as in the following examples.

(20) u. The man Jfor
S

[you to see]
S

is Mr-John

* b. The man [that [you to see]
~ S

is Mr. John

(21)
a. She is not a person [that [you can..

S S
rely on]

* b. She is not a person [for [you can
"..

rely on]
S S

(22) a. don't know Jif [I should agree]
5 S

* b. I don't know [ if [ I to agree]",.
S S

The examples above clearly indicate that "for" is an infinitival

clause complementizer while "that" and "if" are finite clause com-

plementizers , In Chaha, the morpheme IYal cannot occur in imper-

fective relative clauses as the example in (23b) and (24b) show.

(23) ~. w ',
g~kad]~ [ [ba-x et sat tl •.•r:~n]a.

NP Sat - two hours 3fs-corne-lmpf girl

'The girl (who) come at 8: 00'

* b. [ ~" w ~
"It ~ g{;{rad][ba-x et ya-tl- ca n]

NP c
-'at - two hours ?-3fs-come-lmpf girl

(24)
a. [[tamari yl-xaro] daengYa]

NP Sstudents 3mpl-bccome-lmpf children

'The Children (who) will beome students'
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* b. [[tamari
NP Sstudents

ya-yl-xaro]
?-3mpl-become-lmpf

daengYa]
children

The verbs in (23a) and (24a) are imperfective and the morpheme

Iyal is missing. We assume that the Comp in the imperfective relative

clauses in (23a) and (24a) is empty.

Before concluding this section, it is important to note that the

absence of the relational morpheme IVai In the imperfective clauses does

not mean that the relative clauses are not subject to the rule of or••-

dicate linking at S-structure. Since the relative clauses are open

syntactic predicates, they have to be linked to their head NPs in-

order to be closed. The required c-cornrnand relation between the

relative clauses and their head NPs to which they are linked is

satisfied.

3.3. The Similarities and Differences between
b

Subject Agreement

Affixes and Pronominal Object Clitics.

In section 2.1 of Chapter two, it was shown that both Subject

agreement affixes and pronominal object clitics in the language play

the role of identifying relativized NPs in relative clauses. It was

also suggested that such morphemes relate relativized NPs to their

antecedents outside the clauses. Any discussion on their similarities

and differences was deferred untill now. In this section, we shall

consider their syntactic properties.

As stated above, there are two kinds of suffixes which parti-

clpate in identifying relatlvlzed NPs in Chaha relative clauses.

These are subject and object suffixes. In this study, the subject

suffixes are considered as agreement affixes while the object suf-

fixes as object clitics. The subject aqreement sfflxes are given
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in (25) below.

(25)

Singular Plural

- xu - na

.-,'
2m - xa - xu

2 xYI - xlarn
/1

03m - a -
1/

3f - ae - ma

These affixes identify subject flP? in clauses in general.

The Pronominal object Clitics which identify object NPs in clauses

arc given in (26) below.

(26)
Singular Plural

.,
1 - (", / - n - Inda

2m - (a)xa/-ka - (a)xu/-ku

2f - (a)xYI/-kY/ - (a)xu/-ku

3m - nu / - ni no / - yo

" /
//

3f - nCl / - y<i - nama - yuma

As car. be observec in (25) and 26), both the Subject Agrcom'.;nt

Affixes and the Pronominal Gbjcct Clitics have the nominal features

of person, number and gender. This is one of their slmilar-lties ,

The other simller-ity is that both ar.:;: attached to verbal heads in

clauses. 0bs.::rvc the following cxornples ,

(27) { [Pro
hiP S

tirama ,/.' W" _ ~C]TCl-m at u mISt]

Ycster dey Compo-dic-3fs-pf woman

'The woman (who) died Yesterday'

(28) [ [··~tadar-xut Pro Ya-k!i:Tar-if-no]
NP 5

so/dier-OEF. Compo-kill-3ms-ocl-pf

'The Children (whom). the Soldier killed'

dz.cngYa]

children
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In the cxamples , the 3fs Subject Agreement f. ffix I-'fiel and the

3mpl Pronominal Object Clitic I-nol arc part of the verbal heads.

However , as the structures in (27') and (28) show, a Subject

Aqreerncnt Affix always refers to e subject while a Pronominal Object

Clitic may refer tc a subcategorized complement PP of a verbal head,

This is true even in independent clauses as the following examples

luustretc.

(29) [[mISt-xYit] ltiremo mWat-aC-m]
5 l,jP VP

. woman-lJEF. Yesterday dlc-Bfs-mcm-pf

'The woman died Yostcrdev'

(30) [ [watadnr-xutJ [Y?'-daengYa-xlno
5 j\iP ldi ~EF VP- °1 r'-Fso Ii.:r-l)· • ..:f~~drcn-u1;: •

'The Soldier killed the Children'

"'T"" ]k a ar-e-no-m

kill-3ms-ocl-mcm-pf

The examples above correspond to the relative clauses in (27)

and (28). In (29), the 3fs Subject. I'.grecrr.~nt Aff'ix t-sc) refers to

the subject N? ImlStl 'woman'. In (3 ), on the other hand, the 3mpl

Object Clitic, I-nol rufcr s to the object NP Idv..engYal 'children'

which is c, subcategorized complement of the verb Ik''t,Tar I 'kill'.

This is one of the differences between them in Chaha,

Other dlffcrcnces between the two arc :

{31}6

a. Subject Agreement Affixes are

Obligatory where ?S Pronominal
object Clitics arc optional.

b. Subject /\greement Affixes very

in form according to the aspect

of their host verbs whik Pro-
nominal Clitics have invarialt>lcly
the sumo form.
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As stated in (31a) above, in Ch;.)h·'), subject aqrcamcnt affixes

are obligatory. In (29), fer exernple , the 3fs subject agreement

affix t-sc, must be present in orccr for the structure to be well-

formed. See (32) below.

(32)
* [ [miSt - xYI+] [tlrama

tJP S D'-F VP dwoman- t: yester ~y

We. 1 ]m at-.-m

die-? -rncm-pf

Similarly, in relative clause like; {27}, the subject agreement

affix must be present attached to the relative verb. Otherwise, the

structure would be like the ill-formed (33).

(33)
* [ [Pro

NP 5
tlrame
Yesterday

Y'- W., 1]a - m at - .

cornp, - die ?
miSt]

woman

On the other hand, the 3mpI object clitic I-nol in (30) is

optional. This shown in (34) b(':low.7

(34)
a. 1 fwatadar-xutJ

S.nPSoldier-DEF.

'The Soldier

,Jy~-dac:ngya-xlno
v: o.m.-Children-DEF.

killed the Children'

k'aTar-'a-no-m] ]
kil 1-3ms-ocl-mcm-pf

b. [ l watadar+xut] [ya-eiacngYa-xlno
5 IlPS Id· Dr-- VP ., D-F° rer-- tt,::i'-. o.m. -children- t:-.

'The Scldier killed the children'

k'i"iTar-a·-m] ]

koll-erns-rnem-pf

As stated in (31b), subject aqrecment affixes vary in form in

accordance with the aspect of th ir host verbs. Ccn':iidcr again the

structure in (29), where the verbal head is in the perfective form.

Its lmperfectlve form is as shewn in (35).

(35)
[mlst-xYltJ [tl-mWat]]

5 NP ....EFVP?f dl I fwoman-I.; oJ s- IC- mp

'The woman dies'
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In (35), the aqreernent affix that refers to the subject NP is

/ti-I. This imperfect affix is completely different in form from

its perfective counterpart I-'M:'I in (29)8. This distinction is shown

in (36 ) below,

(36)
Singular Plural

Imperfect Perfect Imperfect Perfect

1 '0 - xu nl - - naQ -

2m tl - - xa tl - - xu

2f tI - - xYI tl - - xlma

3m yl - .' yl - -0- a

3f u - - sc yl - - ma

The object e1itics do not show any such varlattons , In the

example in (30), for instance, the 3mpl object e1itic I-nol is attached

to a perfective verb. The ferm is the same in the imperfective

counterpar-t in (37).

(37)
[ [wat<:ldar-xut] [ya-da.eng y a-xlno

S NPsoldloer-DEF. VP hlldr DEFo.m.-c I I en- •
'The soldier kills the Children'

yt-k'a'It-no l
3ms-ki ll-ocl-Impf

From the above discussion. w·~ may observe that subject agreement

affixes in Chaha are highly dependent on their host verbs. In other

words, they are real affixes, as they vary in form according to the

aspoctual form of the host verb. Zwicky and Pullum (1983) argue that

such morphological idiosyncracies are characteristic of affixes more

than of e1itics. Acccrding to them, affixes exhibit a high degree of

dependence on their stems and they may be affected when their stems

are affected by some changes. The subject agreement affixes in

Chaha do conform this.
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Unlike subject agreement affixes, the pronominal object c1itics

in Chaha reveal a low degree of dependence on their host verbs.

They mayor may not be attached to their host verbs in clauses and

that they do not vary in ferm in accordance with the aspectual forms

of their hosts. Such differences may induce us to treat them as

baing different from subject agreement affixes. 1 0

In this study, VI,; assume that the object suffixes which identify

object NPs in clauses arc pronominal clitlcs , As proncminals, they

are arquments and must recleve Case and g.rcl€.

I\s :j pr.in.mlno}, an object clitlc is subject to e-rclo assignment

in order to appear in a syntactic structure. However, since it is in

a non-argument position, attached to its verbal host, it cannot get

a e-rolc from a lexical head. Consider again the structure ill (37)

repeated below as (38).

(38)
[w'atadar - xut] [ya-daengYa-xlno k'aTar-a-no-m]

S npSoldier-DEF. VP O. M.-Children-DEF kill-3ms-ocl-mcm-pf

'The soldier killed the Children'

In (38), the object clitic I-nol is part of the verb Ik'-aTarl 'kill'.

The verb cannot assign a 9-rcl£ to it because it is not in argument

position. According to Mullen (1986), a pronominal object clitic shares

the Errole that is assigned to its referential NP in the syntax. This

means that the object clltlc I-nol in (38) shares the patient G-role

assigned to the NP Ida.engYal 'children' by the berbal head Ik''3Tarl

'kill' at D-structure. Since the pronominal clitic and the object are

coreferential, the arqurnent that they share? single 0-role is

plausible. The refercntlat rclatlcn between the i~P and the clitic is

also lndice ted by colndexlnq in the manner in (39).
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(39)
[watadar+xut ] [yS-daocng ya.r-x Ino

S rip VP I
• soldicr-Dfif , o. m. -children-DEF.

'The soldier killed the children'

I', .."' ] ]k ()Tar-a-no.m
I

kill-Sms-ocl-rncm-pf

The crqumcnt that is colndcxec with the object clltic is the

relatlvlzec phonetically null NF. This is shown in the following example.

(40)

'The children

Prci Y2-k'aT~'r-a-nol]
Compo -kill-ems-ccl-pf

(whom) the soldier killed'

((1cngYa]

children
[watadar-xut

Sscldicr-DEF.

In this example, the ("~*~ct clitic i-n0/ identifies the empty

category, Fro , as 3rnpl. In other words, the clitic supplies the

nominal features of person, number and gender to the empty category

end the empty categvry in turn shares its patient O-r,'lic with the

c1itic.

I\s a pronominal, an object c1itic also needs to be assicnco Case

in the syntax. However, as ~:·bscrved in (40), the cI itic does not

occur in c governed .-;rgum"mt poslticn, It simply is attached to the

verb, an(: hence docs not satisfy the structural requirement for Case

assignment. In relatlon to this, rJ.ulk:n (1986) assumes that ;J

Prcncminel Object Clitic is 2ssign2c; C;)SC by its host verb in the

Iexicon, But, this assumption may lead to (1 problem in structures

in which both an object clitic end a referential NP are found as in (40).

In (40), the object clitic I-not and its referenttal tH'-', the empty

catcqorv Pro, ere found in the 52me relative clause, If Vie. fellow

Mullen's assumption, the object c1itic / -riol may get accusatlvc case

from the verb stem in the lexicon. The empty category, r:'rc:,

also needs to Go assignecl tho same case by the some verbal heed at

S-structure since it is an argumC'nt and also satisfies the gevcrnmcnt
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requirement for case assignment. But, since the verb has the potential

to assign only one accusative, and since that case is already assigned

to the clltic in the lex icon , there is no way for the empty NP to get

case in the sytax. Contrary to Mullen, therefore, we assume that

the verb assigns accusative case to the empty NP in the syntax and

that the clltic shares this CC':S{; in much the same way as it shares

the 9-role. In other words, there is only one level of case assign-

mcnt and that is syntactic. In short, then, a pronominal object

clltlc is always dependent on its coreferential (lexical or empty) NP

for both 9-role and case.

Unlike pronominal object clltics , subject agreement affixes need

no Case and 9-role at all. In fact, according to Chomsky (1981 : 1%)

such affixes are themselves nominative case assigners. They are also

considered as realizations of a category called Ii'~FL. which is believed

to be the head of S. The perfect subject agreement affix /-aCI in

(29), for instance, is base generated under this category, i.e., INFL.

and assigns nominative case to the subject. This shown in (41)

below.

(41)

N
I'

~
mist .r-:

AdV v~

tVol" •.

f,
aC
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In general, from the preceding discussion, it may be concluded that

the subject agreement affixes and pronominal object clitics in Chaha

differ in a number of ways and that they need to be treated as such.
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Iotes on Chapter Three

1Subject is defined in relation to a particular XP, not necessarily
to an S.

2The term maximal projection refers to complements which project
from a higher level.

31n Amharic, linking is from left to right Le; , a subject follows
Us predicate. If wt take the English example in (1) below the situation
is quite different.

(a) a. [The woman
NP

b.
i whom ~John insulted]

Nt?'

f'

/N'
'N

(
The woman Whom John insulteer

The representation in (lb) shows that linking is from right to
left in the language.

4The examples given in (13-15) show only surface representations.

51n English, the accusative Wh-relative pronoun also stands for
[-human J objects. "whom" always stands for I+ human 1 objects.

6i\t.ullen (1986 : 327 - 332) argues that the subject agreement
affixes and the pronominal object clltlcs in Amharic exhibit the
syntactic differences stated in (36).

7The examples given in (35 - 38) are all independent clauses.
This is done purposely because it is not possible to give relative
clauses, as examples, without subject agreement affixes or pronominal
C'" 'ect clitics. If w"() give such examples, they may not illustrate
the points since the clauses do not appear as well-formed structures.

81f there is an auxiliary verb in an imperfective relative clause,
the imperfective agreement affix is fcund attached to the main verb'
of the clause. The example below illustrates this point.

[[yl-Cot-ama Y~i-rapar~n ISta]
NP S3fpl-work-pol. Compo - auxlllarv women

'The women (who) were working'

9Zwicky and Pullum (1983 : 502 - 13) also discuss other pre-
pertie.s o.f affixes and clitics though the main purpose of their work
IS to Indicate the differences between English contracted auxiliaries
(eg. she's gone) and negative (eg. she hasn't gone).
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10Thc.rc is also cnc other ~:Jkcc of evidence which distinguishes
subject clgreurr,<:;nt affixes from pronominel object clitics. The pro-
nominal object clitics mostly occur at the I:.~riphery of their host
verbs specifically after a subject 29reem~nt affix. Subject f;greemc:nt
Afflxs , however, have no such proper-ty, \'Jo did not include this
ooint in the text because the: issue is one which involves <'l detailed
stucy of the lexicon in Chaha , which is beyond the scope of this
study.
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CCPCLUSICn

In this Chapter I \':Ie shall rocapltulatc whet has been discussed

in tho preceding chapters. I\s arqucd in Chapter two I a relatlvlzed

NP position in 0 Chaha r8lativ(.; clause is always empty. Since the

position is governed end both &and case marked I the only possible

empty category that can be sale to appear is Pro. The refercntlel

relation between this Pro and its antecedent is shown by tho suf-

fixes which arc attached to the relative verb.

Tho suffixes which arv attached to relative verbs are of two

types : offlxes and pronorninal clitics. The: suffixes which refer

to subject f J Ps in relative clauses arc considered as affixes =nd arc

heavily dependent en the form of their verbal hosts. The other

types of suffixes ~r€. treated C'lS prcnomlnals and they corder with

NPs in cbjcct positions in relative clauses. Unlike subject aqre emcnt

affixes I such pronomlnal clltics arc optional and their forms de not

vary in accor-dance with the espectuel forms of their verbal hests.

necausc of this I they arc treated independently from the subject

agreement affixes.

In Chaha I there ore also ether kinds of pronominal C!itics which

par-ticipate in identifying rclatlvizod NPs of pcsttlcns , Such clltlcs

are treated as posscsslve prcnominal clitlcs ,

All pronorninal clitlcs share both the 8-role and the case that

arc asslqned to their rcferentlal (Iexlcal or empty) NPs in the syntax.

As in other lanquaqes I the relative clauses in Chahe are optional

clausal complements of their heed nouns I and arc <15 such base qencratcd

from a maximal level. Such clauses arc nri-arqurncnt complements

and are not subject to frrcle asslqnment, The relation between such

clauses ~nd their head rJPs is riet('rmin.v-l hu +1-, f-
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linking. The rule requires that all relative clauses and their head

NPs to be in a c-cornrnand relation in order for the predication relation

to apply. The relative clauses in Chaha satisfy this condition and

they may, hence, be interpreted as open predicates predicated of

their head NPs.

In perfective relative clauses, there is the clement /ya/ which,

Wfl have arqued to be a Complementizer , and which introduces the

clauses as being predicated of their head NPs. This complernentlzer

does not occur phonetically in imperfective relative clauses. But

this does not exclude the relative clauses frcm being interpreted

by the rule of predicate linking as far as the other conditions for

predication relation are satisfied.

Chaha has twc kinds of relative clauses : restrictive and non-

restrictive relative. As their name implies, the former has restrictive

effects on its head NPs and the latter plays an appositive role. Both

are, however, modifying clausal complements of their head nouns.

As Emonds (1979) pointed out, there is no syntactic dlffcrence

between the two kinds of relative clauses. Their difference lies on

the restrictive and nonrestrictive effects they have on their head NPs.

Following Safir (1986), therefore, the difference between the two kinds

of relatives is treated at two different levels of representation. First,

the referential relation between restrictive relative clauses and their

head NPs is indicated by co indexation at LF. Then, the relation

between the non-restrictive relatives and their head nouns is indicated

at later level, LF'. The reason for this is that non-restrictive have

no semantic effects on their referential tlPs. They have, therefore,

to be treated outside of LF which is the level of representation for

semantically relevant categories only.
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